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Alternatives to State-Socialism in Britain
Other Worlds of Labour in the Twentieth Century

Series: Palgrave Studies in the History of Social Movements

▶ Poses a major challenge to mainstream Labour History that focuses
on strikes, nationalization, trade unions, communism, secular state-
socialism
Introduces readers to a multi-layered examination of different
aspects of the history of 20th British labour movements
Challenges the pre-conceptions and stereotypes surrounding the
labour movement

"At a time when ‘the labour movement’ has ceased to be a force in the land and 
socialism is no longer synonymous with the state, this collection brings some fresh 
thinking to bear on the meaning of ‘labour’ and ‘Labour’ in a post-industrial Britain." 
- Robert Colls, Professor of Cultural History, De Montfort University, UK

"A powerful and important book which expertly rediscovers the non-state tradition 
within the British left. This rich and provocative collection offers new perspectives 
on the past and lessons for the present."  
- Tristram Hunt, Historian and Labour MP, UK

"A refreshing challenge to the conventional story of British labour history, with a 
message for the future."
- Pat Thane, Research Professor in Contemporary British History, King's 
College London, UK

This book poses a major revisionist challenge to 20th century British labour history, 
looking beyond the usual Marxist and Fabian approaches. These have excluded 
central aspects of working class experience, notably religion and self-help, in order 
to exaggerate ‘labour movement’ class cohesion. Instead of a ‘forward march’ to 
secular state-socialism, this collection of essays finds a rich diversity of social 
movements and ideas. The editors establish the liberal-pluralist tradition, with the 
following chapters forming three distinct sections. Part One, ‘Other Forms of 
Association’ covers trade unions, the Co-operative Party, women’s community 
activism and Protestant Nonconformity. Part Two, ‘Other Leaders’, explores 
employer Edward Cadbury, Trades Union Congress leader, Walter Citrine, and the 
electricians’ leader, Frank Chapple. Part Three, ‘Other Intellectuals’, considers G.D.H. 
Cole, Michael Young and left libertarianism. Readers interested in the history of the 
British labour movement will find this an invaluable resource.
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